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(cover page) Faith Stellmaker, Untitled 1 (The Brooklyn), 2017, inkjet print.
Exhibited VIEW2020, Huw Davies Gallery, 30 January - 29 February.
(below) Joe Slater, Mountains Burning, 2020, digital image. Exhibited
The Salon, Huw Davies Gallery (online), 16 April - 16 May.
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PhotoAccess acknowledges the Ngun(n)awal people
as the Traditional Custodians of the land where we
work, create and gather. We extend our respect to
Elders past, present and emerging and acknowledge
the Ngun(n)awal people’s continuing culture, care of
Country and contributions to the region.
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Purpose
PhotoAccess is the ACT and region’s centre for
contemporary photography, film and video and
media arts. We foster the creation, sharing and
appreciation of photographic culture, with a
focus on developing a vibrant, inclusive,
socially engaged and nationally significant
fine art photo-media community.
Water Walks: Weston Creek photo-walk, August 2020.
Image: Kate Matthews.
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2020 ... by the numbers
280

18

Members
153

Exhibitions
54

Exhibitors (gallery
and online), plus
an additional 70
online only
4,400

Workshops &
Events

98,000

Visitors
737
Education
Program
Participants

Online Visitors
11
Community
Partnership
Programs

(facing page): Thea McGrath, Reclaim 4, 2020, cyanotype, watercolour paper and silk.
Exhibited: The Journey Through, Huw Davies Gallery, 17 September - 10 October.
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Chair’s Report
I was delighted and humbled to be elected chair of this beautiful organisation
a year ago. I am grateful to Mark Blumer for his committed leadership of the
PhotoAccess board over many years.
I call this organisation ‘beautiful’ because only this big and complex word can
hope to hint at its inspirational achievements over the past year. There are
three aspects of PhotoAccess’s life and work that have repeatedly struck me
as lovely, wonderful, or superb (to take just three synonyms): its grounding in
community, its deep engagement with a diversity of artists, and its profoundly
strong imagination.
It was imagination that saw PhotoAccess emerge as a leader in meeting the
vicissitudes of 2020 with energy, hope, and optimism. Myself, our director
and other board members were pleased to contribute to the many online
information and networking sessions convened by Arts ACT that happened
throughout the year. It was PhotoAccess’s engagement with artists that saw our
programs, collaborations, and exhibitions not only sustained, but thriving. The
breadth of activity summed up in this report is testament to this.
PhotoAccess’s grounding in our community was not only evident in our
programs and creative spirit: Kirsten Wehner and I were also able to bring
this strong practical and philosophical position to numerous meetings and
workshops around the development of the Kingston Arts Precinct. As planning
continues for this major, transformative investment in the arts of this city, we
have been grateful and excited to bring PhotoAccess’s strength and vision to
the conversations around both the physicality and humanity of this future-place.

PhotoAccess Board Chair Penny Grist opens the year’s final
Huw Davies Gallery exhibitions, The Roots That Clutch,
curated by Saskia Scott, Manuka Arts Centre gardens,
12 November. Image: Gemma Fischer Photography

In the year ahead, I look forward to working with the whole team to further
consider PhotoAccess’ strategic and business planning, to embrace continuous
improvement of our governance, and to continue to look outwards and
forwards for opportunities and success. I also look forward to another year of
conversations about art, life, and photography on the lawn.
Finally, I warmly thank the team at ArtsACT for their attentive and generous
support throughout the year, my fellow volunteer board members for all their
time and wisdom, and the extraordinary Kirsten Wehner with her exceptional
team for their outstanding and, above all, beautiful, work this year.

Penelope Grist
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Director’s Report
Well, 2020, what a wild ride! We’re
glad to still be here, and doing okay.
In January, despite bushfire smoke
and heat haze, we kicked off the
year’s Huw Davies Gallery program
with VIEW2020, the first instalment
of a new annual initiative showcasing
our region’s early career photo-media
artists.
Re-Generations followed, a wonderful
collaboration with the Loud and
Luminous program featuring five
female photographers from across
Australia. And, at East Hotel, we
presented Josh Dykgraaf’s highly
successful exhibition, Terraform. Our
workshop program was buzzing, we
had weekend away excursions in the
works and community engagement
events ready to go. And, then ....
In many ways, PhotoAccess enjoyed
a relatively easy passage through the
COVID storm. We closed our Manuka
Arts Centre facilities completely for
around eight weeks, and were then
over a number of months able to
slowly re-open, albeit with changed
practices.
We were fortunate to be eligible
for the Australian government’s
Jobkeeper payment, which
considerably eased the pandemic’s
financial impact, as well as enjoying
the unwavering support of ArtsACT,
our extended network of artists and
collaborators and, most importantly of
all, our fabulous Members.
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During the year, we re-invented how
we do pretty much everything. While
our physical office was closed, the
PhotoAccess team worked from their
homes to build a new Online Gallery.
This new platform enabled us to keep
showing great photographic art and
also created an enduring vehicle for
sharing our flagship and community
exhibitions with local, national and
international audiences into the
future.
Unable to launch Huw Davies Gallery
exhibitions inside due to social
distancing requirements, we evolved
a new model for holding outdoor
openings and events. In a way, we
discovered the beauty and versatility
of our Manuka Arts Centre grounds
– including how to keep everybody
warm(ish) on cool July evenings –
and many people commented to
me that they preferred the fresh air
for chatting and supping, leaving the
gallery free for contemplative viewing.
For me, a highlight of the year was
PhotoAccess’ ability to adapt and
evolve projects to fit the new shape
of the world, and hopefully help
our community support each other
through COVID’s challenges.
In August, for example, we joined the
ACT Government’s Where You Are
Festival, presenting Water Walks:
Celebrating Canberra’s Creeks. Over
three Saturdays, groups undertook
mentored photo-walks documenting

urban waterways and contributed
images to a culminating exhibition
and publication. Without gallery
space available, we invented outdoor
display furniture and held an intriguing
final show under the trees in the
Manuka Arts Centre gardens.
I’ll also remember 2020 for the range
of partnership and grant projects that
PhotoAccess participated in during
the year, a tribute to the ways in which
Canberra’s arts organisations came
together in a challenging and uncertain
time.
Looking back on the year, I’m just
so proud of the ways in which
PhotoAccess continued to grow
as a place fostering a vibrant ACT
community of photographers and
photo-media artists. So much
of the credit for this goes to the
PhotoAccess Board and our talented
and dedicated staff team. It’s been
such a privilege working with this
incredible group, and I look forward to
sharing another great year with them
and all our Members in 2021.
Director Kirsten Wehner (facing the camera) leads the
Weston Creek photo-walk during Water Walks: Celebrating
Canberra’s Creeks, 3 August. Image: Kate Matthews

Dr Kirsten Wehner
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(facing page, clockwise from top left) PhotoAccess Board, December. Image: Rory Gillen; Program Officer Kate Matthews preparing The Journey
Through exhibition catalogue. Image: Kirsten Wehner; Participants in Helga Salwe’s Contemplating Nature photo-walk take a break next to the
Murrumbidgee River. Image: Kirsten Wehner; Visitors explore James Tylor’s works in The Roots That Clutch, Huw Davies Gallery. Image: Gemma
Fischer Photography; David Flanagan, Olive and Rose, 2020, Silver emulsion on gum leaf, exhibited Found, Huw Davies Gallery, 15 October - 7
November. All images 2020.
(this page, clockwise from top left) Prof. Mark Howden opens Vic McEwan’s Specimen exhibition, Manuka Arts Centre. Image: Gemma Fischer
Photography; VIEW2020 opening, Huw Davies Gallery. Image: Prue Hazelgrove; Curator Saskia Scott at the opening of her The Roots That Clutch
exhibition, Huw Davies Gallery. Image: Gemma Fischer Photography; Kids school holiday workshop participants experiment with light painting,.
Image: Emily Blenkin. (left to right) Writer Cameron Muir, PhotoAccess Program Officer Kate Matthews, Director Kirsten Wehner, Engagement
Officer Wouter Van de Voorde and historian Mark Butz at the Water Walks Jerrabmomberra Creek photo-walk. All images 2020.
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Treasurer’s Report

Financial Performance
Summary

The financial result for 2020 was a Surplus of $100,290 (2019 deficit $37,888).
At 3.0:1 our ratio of current assets to current liabilities is 43% higher than the Arts
ACT Funding Guidelines target ratio of 2:1, even after including “Grants Received
in Advance” totaling $50,326 in our current liabilities. Excluding “Grants received
in Advance” our ratio is 6.3:1.
The pleasing financial result is due to significant financial assistance through the
federal government’s JobKeeper and Temporary Cash Boost schemes totaling
$110,368. The gallery was forced to close due to the effects of the COVID-19
outbreak and costs were tightly controlled whilst staff worked from home and
developed our social media presence and the online gallery. It was not possible
to hold our usual training and development courses and revenue suffered badly
as a result. However, we believe that the good work done on development
during the pandemic will reap rewards in the future.

2020

Throughout the year there has been good financial management and prudent
use of resources whilst dealing with the forced shutdown of our gallery and
training courses. During 2020 there were again changes in personnel which were
well managed.
Financial procedures operated smoothly and without incident throughout the
year. Internal financial reports are prepared monthly and presented for the
Board’s consideration along with a report from me.

$398,480

Income from all sources

$465,928

$360,592

Year outcome

$100,290

($37,888)

ACT Arts Funding
(operating grant)

$235,668

51

$231,642

64

-13

$17,947

4

$7,357

2

+2

NIL

0

NIL

0

0

$90,036

19

$88,108

24

-5

$3,032

0
(less than1%)

$12,638

4

-4

$119,245

26

$20,847

6

+ 20

Program income
Donations
Other income

We also need to further develop and expand our personnel resources in order
to deliver our mission more fully and build capacity and resilience in advance of
our move to the Kingston Arts Precinct.

%
difference
in total
income

$365,638

Australian Government grant

Overall, our financial position has improved significantly, with $192,210 of
reserves, and we have budgeted for a small deficit in 2021. We will be continuing
to invest to raise our public profile, especially online and on social media and in
developing further income streams which may take time to mature.

2019

% of total
income

Total expenditure

Other ACT Government grants

The auditor has issued a clean audit report.

% of total
income

Don McLeod CA FGIA
Treasurer
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PHOTOACCESS BOARD (as of 31 December 2020)

Governance Report
PhotoAccess is an incorporated
members association and an ACNC
registered not-for-profit with taxdeductible status. The organisation is
governed by an experienced Board,
operating under the provisions of
PhotoAccess’ Constitution, Code of
Conduct and relevant territory and
federal legislation.

In 2020, the PhotoAccess Board met
five times, and the organisation’s
Annual General Meeting was held
on 08 May. The Board continued
with four sub-committees: Finance,
Program, Strategic Planning and
Kingston Arts Precinct Planning, and
also convened a new Membership
and Governance Committee.

The Board provides overall strategic
direction, management and financial
oversight and support and advice to
the organisation. Members contribute
personal and professional skills, with
their backgrounds encompassing the
law, finance, administration, business
management, education, curatorship
and art practice. Members share a
passion for photography and the
photo-media arts and a commitment
to fostering the local arts ecology for
the benefit of the wider community.

The Board regularly invites advisors
to contribute their expertise to
discussions. Advisors may be invited
to attend Board meetings and must
abide by the Board’s confidentiality
and conflict of interest provisions.

At the AGM, the PhotoAccess
Board and members bid farewell,
with sincere thanks, to Chair Mark
Blumer and welcomed Penelope
Grist as incoming Chair. Mark’s
significant contribution of six years
of Board membership and as Chair
was recognised with the award of
a lifetime membership. Secretary
Brenton McGeachie also resigned at
the AGM.
Recruitment for two vacant Board
positions will proceed in early 2021,
with the view to strengthening
the overall cultural diversity of the
Board and increasing expertise in
marketing, philanthropy and audience
development.
Board and committee administration
was supported throughout the year by
Lauren Beckman, acting as volunteer
Board secretariat.

PENELOPE GRIST - Chair

ANNE O’HEHIR

KATRINA SLUIS

Penelope holds a Master of Liberal Arts
(Museums and Collections) from the
Australian National University and honours
degrees in Law and Art History (University
of Sydney). She has worked at the National
Library of Australia and National Museum
of Australia and is currently a curator
at the National Portrait Gallery. She has
previously served on the Board of Megalo
Print Studio and Gallery and was elected
a member of the Australian Museums and
Galleries Association National Council in
2019. Penny joined the PhotoAccess Board
in July 2019 and became Chair in May
2020.

Anne is Curator, Photography, at the
National Gallery of Australia (NGA).
She has produced a large number of
exhibitions for the NGA, including Light
moves: contemporary Australian video
art (curator, 2016), Diane Arbus: American
Portraits (curator, 2016), Carol Jerrems:
photographic artist (co-curator, 2012)
and Colour my world: handcoloured
Australian photography (co-curator,
2015). Anne has also exhibited her own
photographs and has a long association
with PhotoAccess. She joined the Board in
early 2016.

BRIAN ROPE, OAM - Deputy Chair

Nat recently retired as Treasures Curator
at the National Library of Australia. He has
curated numerous exhibitions, including
photography projects featuring Jon
Rhodes, Stephen Dupont and Richard
Green. He has written and lectured widely
on Australian visual culture and is currently
researching a biography on collector Sir
Rex Nan Kivell. Nat is an experienced arts
Board member, having contributed, for
example to the Contemporary Art Centre
of South Australia, Art for Public Spaces,
Adelaide and VIVID-National Photography
Festival. He joined the Board in 2018.

Katrina is a curator, writer and media
educator who joined the Board in
December 2019. Katrina is Head of
Photography and Media Arts at ANU’s
School of Art and Design. She was
previously a Senior Lecturer and CoDirector of the Centre for the Study of
the Networked Image, London South
Bank University. From 2011-2019 she also
held the post of Senior Curator (Digital
Programmes) at The Photographers’
Gallery, London where she developed
artistic and public programming
addressing the photographic image in
computational culture. Katrina is a cofounder of the collective You Must Not
Call It Photography If This Expression
Hurts You.

Brian joined the Board in 2013. A former
senior public servant, he contributes skills
in administration, government processes
and relations, HR and fundraising, as well
as extensive experience in community
sector governance. Brian has been a
practising photographer and involved with
the photographic community at local,
national and international levels for nearly
thirty years.
DON MCLEOD - Treasurer
Don is an experienced board and
committee member with extensive
financial, accounting, management and
government relations expertise. He
is a chartered accountant, a Fellow of
Certified Practising Accountants Australia
and retired in 2013 as Managing Director of
a group of mining companies in Tanzania.
With a strong interest in photography, Don
joined the Board in 2015.
PENNY GREWAL-SIDHU - Secretary
Penny works as a Senior Marketing
Specialist at ActewAGL, Canberra’s
leading energy provider. Originally from
India, Penny has lived, studied and
worked in the UK. She holds a Master’s
degree in Marketing from Manchester
Business School and has nearly 11 years of
experience in the field. Penny joined the
Board in July 2019.

NAT WILLIAMS

VIRGINIA RIGNEY
Virginia is Senior Curator, Visual Arts,
at the Canberra Museum and Gallery
(CMAG). She has worked in curatorial roles
at the Powerhouse Museum, Art Gallery
of NSW, Victoria and Albert Museum
London, Scottish Museums and Glasgow
Museums. Before joining CMAG, she was
a senior curator at the Gold Coast City
Gallery, where she produced photography
exhibitions and managed the Josephine
Ulrick and Win Schubert Photography
Award. With previous experience on the
Regional Art Development Fund Panel
(Queensland) and art+place, she joined
the Board in 2018.

COMMITTEES
Finance
Don McLeod (Chair)
Penny Sidhu
Kirsten Wehner (Director)
Finance and Admin Officer
Strategic Planning
Penelope Grist (Chair)
Don McLeod
Virginia Rigney
Penny Sidhu
Katrina Sluis
Kirsten Wehner (Director)
Kingston Arts Precinct Planning
Penelope Grist (Chair)
Nat Williams
Brian Rope
Virginia Rigney
Penny Sidhu
Katrina Sluis
Kirsten Wehner (Director)
Program
Anne O’Hehir (Co-chair)
Nat Williams (Co-chair)
Brian Rope
Virginia Rigney
Katrina Sluis
Kirsten Wehner (Director)
Program Officer
Membership and Governance
Committee
Penny Grewal-Sidhu (Chair)
Penelope Grist
Kirsten Wehner (Director)
PUBLIC OFFICER
Penelope Grist

Writer Cameron Muir taking notes during the Jerrabomberra
Creek photo-walk during Water Walks: Celebrating Canberra’s
Creeks, 10 August. Image: Wouter Van de Voorde
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(facing page, top to bottom) Angus Moon, Car Crash from the Abandoned
series, 2019, inkjet print. Exhibited VIEW2020, Huw Davies Gallery,
30 January to 29 February, 2020; Vic McEwan, Embryo - Portsmouth, 2020,
inkjet print. Exhibited Specimen,Huw Davies Gallery, 25 June - 25 July, 2020;
Chris Bowes, The Cowboy, 2020, video still. Exhibited Split,
Huw Davies Gallery, 30 July - 29 August, 2020.
(this page) Shan Crosbie, Allosaurus, 2020, phototransfer of handmade egg
carton paper. Exhibited The Journey Through, Huw Davies Gallery,
17 September - 10 October, 20202.
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Reflecting PhotoAccess’ interest in
critically engaging contemporary
photographic culture, as well as
practice, our exhibition program for
2019 addressed a range of significant
contemporary socio-cultural issues.

Artistic Report
In keeping with our 2016-2020 Business Plan, PhotoAccess’ 2020 artistic
program responded to four key trajectories: Exhibition, Conversation,
Creation and Education.

EXHIBITION
Our flagship Huw Davies Gallery at
the Manuka Arts Centre presented a
year-long series of innovative, highquality exhibitions encompassing
the breadth of contemporary photomedia practice.
Through an open call for applications,
PhotoAccess received over 30
proposals for the 2020 Huw Davies
Gallery program. From this field, the
Program Committee curated a series
designed to balance: opportunities for
local, and particularly emerging, artists
to showcase their work, bringing to
Canberra established artists from
beyond the region, and developing
as a destination for innovative, even
experimental, photo-media practice.

Fourteen unique shows comprised
the year’s Huw Davies Gallery
program, encompassing 80 artists and
five curators. While many featured
artists came from the ACT and region,
the program also encompassed
exhibitors from each Australian state
and territory and Hong Kong. (The full
program is detailed on pages 22-3).
In accord with the ACT Government’s
COVID public health regulations,
the Huw Davies Gallery was closed
during March, April and May. During
this period, PhotoAccess developed
an online gallery, and of the seven
exhibitions disrupted by the closure,
five were presented in an exclusively
digital format. One artist chose to
cancel their exhibition, and one was
re-scheduled for later in the year.

The Huw Davies Gallery program both physically and online - attracted
a significant audience over the year,
with approximately 4000 people
enjoying the exhibitions. A further
over 95,000 accessed information
through our website.
In addition to the Huw Davies Gallery
program, in 2020 PhotoAccess
presented a number of ‘off-campus’
shows. These included Josh
Dykgraaf’s highly successful exhibition
at EAST Hotel, a local emerging
photo-media artists showcase
developed in partnership with and
opened at the Gallery of Small Things
in Watson, ACT, (see page 24) and
an outdoor exhibition, Water Walks,
presented as part of the Where You
Are festival (see page 26).

Each Huw Davies Gallery and off-campus exhibition was accompanied by a
catalogue incorporating an original essay enabling and deepening audience
connection with the displayed works.

Questions of environmental crisis
continued to engage a number
of artists exhibiting this year, with
NSW regional artist Vic McEwan
presenting a series of haunting works
exploring the colonial origins of
on-going ecological transformation,
artist-in-residence Emilio Cresciani
investigating processes of melting
related to climate change and David
Flanagan considering the values of
discarded, waste objects.

Visitors explore State of Change by Emilio Cresciani, Huw Davies
Gallery, 15 October, 2020. Image: Sinead Allison

By the middle of the year, a number
of artists were interrogating the
experience of living through the
COVID-19 pandemic. Chris Bowes’
video work, The Cowboy, for
example, narrated the story of a man
wandering through deserted New
York streets, plaintively singing his
songs of freedom to a world emptied
of people. Jacinta Giles’ vinyl prints,
in contrast, featured in Aberration,
considered the ways in which COVID
had forced us into ever more intimate
relationships with our screens.
Saskia Scott curated five artists’ work
in The Roots That Clutch, considering
the complexities of contemporary
identities and their relationships to
personal, familial and social histories.
And exhibiting artists Damien
Shen and James Tylor explored
the legacies and potentials of their
Indigenous heritages.

We commissioned a mix of emerging and established writers to provide
these essays, with contributors including: curators Anne O’Hehir (National
Gallery of Australia), Virginia Rigney (Canberra Museum and Gallery),
Lily Withycombe and George Main (National Museum of Australia) and
independent curators Jennifer Coombes, Aimee Board, Annette An-Jen Liu
and Saskia Scott; scholar Kate Warren (Australian National University); artists
Kate Baker, Anne Ferran and Louise Curham; designer Nick Parker and arts
and culture writer Dan Dixon.
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HUW DAVIES GALLERY PROGRAM 2020
30 JANUARY - 29 FEBRUARY

VIEW 2020
Alexia Malizon, Andrea Bryant, Angus
Moon, Erin Soutberg, Faith Stellmaker,
Georgina Campbell, Glenn Martin,
Joshua Thomas, Kate Matthews,
Maddie Hepner, Rory Gillen,
Rowena Yates, Sheida Sabetraftar,
Sophie Dumaresq and Taylor Martin.
Featuring 16 early career artists working
in diverse media and styles, VIEW2020
showcased future leaders in photo-media
practice from the ACT and region.

16 APRIL - 16 MAY

21 MAY - 21 JUNE

Split
Chris Bowes

SLOW
Greg Stoodley
Reflecting a personal take on Irving Penn’s
modernist portraits, Stoodley joined
exacting platinum palladium darkroom
printing with a contemporary exploration
of identity.

TRACES UNSEEN
Damien Shen, Todd Johnson and
Tara Gilbee.
Exploring the boundaries of contemporary
photo-media techniques, Traces Unseen
featured three artists surfacing and
inscribing hidden histories of bodies
and places.

CLOSE
Ian Skinner and Karen Coombes

25 JUNE - 25 JULY

In this collaborative exhibition, Skinner and
Karen Coombes compress time, allowing
us to respond to an intimate view of the
natural world.

Shadows and Consequences
Vic Mcewan
Drawing together works created in the
UK, NSW and Victoria, Shadows and
Consequences explored the ongoing
legacies of colonial relationships between
people and environments.

Developed in partnership with the
Loud and Luminous project, this award
exhibition drew together five female
artists from around Australia to investigate
experiences of personal growth, self
making and metamorphosis.
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In Bowes’ single channel video projection,
a lone cowboy wanders the streets of
an abandoned New York City. During the
most harsh of lockdowns, live streams
became perhaps the only source of
public watching.

Curated by Aimee Board.

5 MARCH - 4 APRIL

Re-Generations
Elise Searson, Helga Salwe, Tricia King,
Tamara Whyte and Suellen Cook.
Curated by Hilary Wardhaugh.

30 JULY - 29 AUGUST

The Salon
Andrew Babington, Fiona Bowring-Greer,
Jane Bradbear, John Brookes, Andrea
Bryant, David Chalker, Jenny Dettrick,
Suzie Edwards, Jennifer Forest, Eva van
Gorsel, Alan Green, Leanne Harrison,
Samantha Hawker, Susan Henderson,
Maddie Hepner, Jamie Hladky, Robert
Jack, Andrée Lawrey, Brian MacAlister,
Lucille Martin, Leeanne Mason, Helen
McFadden, Katie Mouser, Kleber Osorio,
Judy Parker, Yvette Perine, Amanda Pratt,
Brian Rope, Joe Slater.

17 SEPTEMBER - 10 OCTOBER

The Journey Through
Astrid Breuer, Alan Charlton, Michelle
Crosbie, Shan Crosbie, Leanne Harrison,
Tracy Hebden,Tessa Ivison, Ina Jalil, Thea
McGrath, Linda Roche and
Michael Taylor.
Developed through a PhotoAccess
studio workshop, The Journey Through
featured eleven local photographers. Each
developed a creative concept outside
their usual photographic comfort zone,
each producing a body of work telling an
incredibly personal story.

State of Change
Emilio Cresciani
PhotoAccess’ 2020 Dark Matter
resident, Cresciani presented a series of
experimental works exploring the nature
of climate change through integrating
photographic processes with the
transformation of ice into water.

12 NOVEMBER - 12 DECEMBER

15 OCTOBER - 7 NOVEMBER

Aberration
Jacinta Giles
Drawing together still and moving images,
Giles interrogated the aesthetics of
COVID-19 narrative as a way to reflect
upon the uncertainty of the unfolding
present and its accompanying anxiety.

The Roots That Clutch
Lara Chamas, Caroline Garcia, Jess Miley,
Derek Sargent and James Tylor.
Found
David Flanagan
Ghost Light
Victoria Wareham
Wareham presented a two-channel,
screen-based work using digitally
altered 16mm film footage to highlight
relationships between touch and the
screen based image.

Presenting the outcomes of Flanagan’s
2019 PhotoAccess Dark Matter residency,
Found questioned the role of the object in
contemporary photo-media practice, and
wider values of discarded materials.

Curated by Saskia Scott
Highlighting how our values, beliefs,
and senses of identity are shaped by
the stories we tell, five artists explores
personal histories in order to reveal and
address the gaps and silences in our
grand narratives.

(From top left) Faith Stellmaker, Untitled #1 (Brooklyn), 2017, inkjet print;
Elise Searson, Mother One, 2020, multimedia digital scan and inkjet print;
Greg Stoodley, Adam , 2017, platinum/palladium print; Karen Coombes,
Semblance 01, 2019, inkjet print; Joe Slater, Mountains, Burning, 2020, inkjet
print; Todd Johnson, 2 weeks, 4 days, 7 hours, 2020, archival giclee print; Vic
McEwan, Embryo, Portsmouth, 2018, embryo specimen and light projector,
archival pigment print; Chris Bowes, The Cowboy, 2020, video still, single
channel video projection; Jacinta Giles, Aberration, 2020; Victoria Wareham,
Ghost Light, 2020, video still, two channel video installation; Ina Jalil, This
Is Me, 2020, inkjet print; David Flanagan, Bonsai #1, 2019, silver emulsion on
stone; Emilio Cresciani, On Ice #1, 2020, gelatin silver photogram; Derek
Sargent and Jess Miley, RIP Vaslav Nijinsky (Queer Expats of Paris Series), 2019,
giclee print.

With an open theme, PhotoAccess’ annual
Members exhibition showcased diverse
new work by photographers from across
our community.
PhotoAccess Annual Report 2020
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Member Opportunities
All artists exhibiting in PhotoAccess’
Huw Davies Gallery are members
of the association. PhotoAccess
also develops each year a range of
opportunities focused particularly on
supporting members transitioning to
on-going exhibition practice.
In 2020, we launched a significant new
initiative designed to help local early
career artists step into professional
practice. VIEW2020 was the inaugural
instalment of an annual PhotoAccess
curated award exhibition showcasing
the ACT and region’s future leaders in
photo-media practice.

VIEW2020 brought together 13 artists,
including recent graduates from
the ANU School of Art and Design,
CIT Photography and Charles Sturt
University Photomedia program, as
well as independent practitioners.
The exhibition displayed works from
across contemporary photo-media,
including analogue and digital print
works, multi-media and sculpture. It
was accompanied by a substantial
printed catalogue, including an
introductory essay by NGA curator,
Anne O’Hehir.
The Salon, this year’s edition
of our annual open-entry
Members’ exhibition attracted 30
photographers, despite the onset of
COVID-19 and the shift to the
online format.

Each exhibitor contributed up to two
new works, bringing together a range
of artists of diverse backgrounds,
interests and levels of experience and
collectively celebrating the breadth
and vitality of our creative community.
For some members, The Salon was
their first exhibiting experience.
Further enhancing member pathways
to exhibiting, in August we partnered
with a local commercial gallery, the
Gallery of Small Things (GOST) in
Watson, to profile thirteen ACT
emerging artists exploring the
theme of 20/20 (Perfect) Vision in
the year 2020. In developing this
show, PhotoAccess worked closely
with GOST and exhibiting artists
to develop the artists’ capacity to
present, edition and price work to
reach potential collectors.

Georgina Campbell, We Cannot Eat Money #2, 2019, inkjet print and
ceramic stoneware. Original image: ‘Two men wading on the Great
Barrier Reef’ by Frank Hurley (courtesy National Library of Australia).
Exhibited: VIEW2020, Huw Davies Gallery, 30 Jan - 29 Feb, 2020.
Image: Georgina Campbell.

In 2020, we once again presented
our Concept to Exhibition program,
a ten-month long studio workshop
supporting artists in developing a
personal photography project. Eleven
artists worked with tutor Grace Costa
to develop The Journey Through, a
highly successful exhibition reflecting
their experiences of stepping beyond
established practices to find new
creative voices.
Costa’s contribution to Concept to
Exhibition and The Journey Through
was recognised at the Canberra
Critics’ Circle inaugural photography
awards. Her citation read: ‘For being
the driving force behind an exciting,
absorbing, exquisite, quirky and
powerful exhibition ... showing the
results of artists exploring, confronting
and sharing their personal stories
during an eight (sic) months’ long
workshop’.
The Canberra Critics Circle also
recognised VIEW2020 exhibiting
artist, Sophie Dumaresq, for her
follow-up exhibition, The Hairy Panic,
at Nishi Gallery.

Andrée Lawrey, Hokkaido Winter / Treeline, 2019, inkjet print. Exhibited The
Salon, Huw Davies Gallery (online), 16 April - 16 May, 2020.
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Tutor Grace Costa (left) and VIEW2020 exhibiting artist,
Sophie Dumaresq, at the Canberra Critics Circle awards, 2020.
Image: Brian Rope.
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Water Walks: Celebrating
Canberra’s Creeks

Manuka Arts Centre public art
commission

Presented as part of the Where
You Are Festival and made possible
through the generous support of
the ACT Government through
RISE Canberra, Water Walks was
an engagement and exhibition
project bringing together almost 100
Canberrans to explore local urban
waterways through photography.

As part of PhotoAccess’ on-going
work to enliven the Manuka Arts
Centre as a cultural destination,
in 2020, PhotoAccess secured
a generous Creative Endeavour
grant from the ACT Government’s
Transport Canberra and City Services
Directorate to commission a public
art installation.

Over successive Saturdays in August,
three groups each spent an afternoon
taking a guided photo-walk along,
respectively, Weston, Jerrabomberra
and Sullivan’s Creeks. Photographer/
curators Kirsten Wehner, Wouter Van
de Voorde and Kate Matthews led
each walk, together with waterways
experts – engineer and educator
Hannah Edwards, historian Mark Butz
and ecologist Fiona Dyer. Canberra
writer Cameron Muir was also an
invaluable contributor to the project,
providing short introductions to the
history of each creek and producing a
final ‘Field Notes’ essay.

The commission was open to any
artist who had been impacted by
COVID-19 and invited submissions
exploring ‘Here In Canberra!’ – an
opportunity for artists to reflect on
how their experiences during the
COVID period had changed how they
saw where they lived.
Canberra artist Marzena Wasikowksa
was awarded the commission and
developed a new work, Drifting,
exploring her experience during
the year of both dislocation from
everyday routine and her sense
of solace and freedom in solitary
connection with the environment.

During a period of COVID-19
restrictions, Water Walks aimed
to bring Canberrans together
(safely) to discover and feel more
comfortable in places we pass
everyday but rarely stop to really
observe. Participants created images
that found beauty in the creeks’
landscapes, acknowledged histories
of devastation, wondered at the
depth of Ngun(n)awal life in the land,
noticed alternative geographies and
celebrated practices of care. In other
words, told stories of people and
water in our city.

Wasikowska’s work was installed on
the eastern wall of the Manuka Arts
Centre, visible from both New South
Wales Crescent and the entrance
to the adjacent Manuka Pool. It will
remain in place for at least twelve
months depending on condition.
Marzena Wasikowska , Drifting, 2020, installation view.,
Manuka Arts Centre. Image: Wouter Van de Voorde.

EAST Hotel Foyer Gallery

At the conclusion of the walks, many
participants contributed their images
to the Water Walks exhibition (25
August - 6 September, 2020). With the
Huw Davies Gallery unavailable due
to the annual program, PhotoAccess
developed an innovative outdoor
exhibition solution for Water Walks.
Around sixty works were installed in
the Manuka Arts Centre gardens, with
the exhibition opened by Indigenous
water researcher Kate Harriden.
PhotoAccess also produced a fullcolour printed catalogue to record
the project and accompany the show.

PhotoAccess continued its exhibiting
partnership with EAST Hotel this
year, presenting Terraform by Josh
Dykgraaf in the foyer gallery from
11 February - 11 March, 2020.
Centred on Melbourne artist
Dykgraaf’s remarkable Photoshop
manipulation of his own original
images, Terraform presented
complex composite works exploring
the interplay of perception and
imagination and drawing attention to
vanishing species, particularly in the
context of the 2019-20 bushfires.
The exhibition sold particularly well,
with a portion of proceeds donated
to wildlife care charities.

(top to bottom) Christine O’Brien, My mother told me not to go there,
2020, inkjet print. Anna Rapp, Reflections, 2020, inkjet print. Both exhibited
Water Walks: Celebrating Canberra’s Creeks, Manuka Arts Centre gardens,
25 August - 6 September, 2020. Opening of Water Walks: Celebrating
Canberra’s Creeks, Manuka Arts Centre, 25 August, 2020. Image: Brian Rope.
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Josh Dykgraaf , Koobor, 2020, inkjet print.
Exhibited: EAST Hotel Foyer Gallery,
11 Feb - 11 March, 2020.
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Exhibition Openings
During 2020, PhotoAccess continued to spark visitor conversations about Huw
Davies Gallery and off-site exhibitions through inviting leading scholars, artists
and curators to contribute remarks to opening celebrations. Speakers provided
personal responses to exhibitions, while also connecting displayed works with
broader social, political and environmental issues.
In response to the COVID-19 restrictions, PhotoAccess adapted our existing
exhibition opening format to hold these events in the Manuka Arts Centre
gardens. This approach enabled us to safely bring together members of our
community to celebrate exhibiting artists, with many attendees commenting
that they experienced the openings as important opportunities to connect with
others in a time of social isolation. During 2020, exhibition openings were also
live-streamed via Facebook to ensure that those not able to attend in person
were still able to participate in the program.
Invited speakers included: Peter Haynes, Independent Curator; Dr Pia Rowe,
Research Fellow, University of Canberra; graphic designer Nick Parker; Prof.
Mark Howden, Director, Climate Change Institute, Australian National University;
Anne O’Hehir, Curator, Photography, National Gallery of Australia; Virginia Rigney,
Senior Curator, Canberra Museum and Gallery and Penny Grist, Curator, National
Portrait Gallery.

CONVERSATION
In 2020, PhotoAccess continued
its established program of ‘artistin-conversation’ events, aiming to
provide opportunities for audiences
to engage more deeply with artist
practice.
While there was some reduction
in scope in this program due to
COVID-19 restrictions on gatherings,
PhotoAccess was able to hold a
number of successful online events
using Streamyard broadcasting
conversations to our Facebook page.
Several hundred people joined us
during the year for these events.

The new online conversation model
provided significant opportunities to
bring together artists from around the
country to connect with audiences in
Canberra and further afield.
In June, for example, PhotoAccess
hosted Melbourne-based Aimee
Board, curator of Traces Unseen
(then on display in the Huw Davies
Gallery and online) in conversation
with exhibiting artists Damien Shen, in
Adelaide and Todd Johnson and Tara
Gilbee, both in Victoria.

PhotoAccess’ professional
development events also moved
online in 2020, with Canberra artist,
lecturer and gallery professional
Kate Murphy once again leading
our free ‘How to Write an Exhibition
Application’ workshop, and Suzanne
Derry, Senior Solicitor at the Arts
Law Centre of Australia, presenting
a well-attended workshop exploring
copyright for photographers.

Curator Aimee Board in conversation with artists Damian Shen, Tara Gilbee
and Todd Johnson via the PhotoAccess Facebook page. June 2020.
Image: Screen capture.
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Opening of Shadows and Consequences by Vic McEwan,
Manuka Arts Centre gardens, 25 June, 2020.
Image: Gemma Fischer Photography.
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Online Gallery
The April - June shutdown of
PhotoAccess’ Manuka Arts Centre
facilities due to COVID-19 restrictions
provided an opportunity for the staff
team to progress development of an
online gallery.
Built on a Wix platform linked to our
main website, the Online Gallery
presents three main streams of
content, as well as PhotoAccess’
Instagram feed and some ‘About’
information.
The Huw Davies Gallery pages
present digital versions of our flagship
gallery program, including displayed
works, catalogue information and
deeper artist content. Post the
COVID shutdown of the physical
gallery, the online exhibition has often
also included works additional to
the installation.
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The Online Gallery includes a
Community Gallery, which during
2020 featured digital exhibitions
created as part of PhotoAccess’
collaborations with Capital Region
Community Services on youth
photography competitions and
Soldier On, as well as the Water
Walks exhibition.
During the year, PhotoAccess’
Engagement Officer also developed
a new Photo-Stories section of
the gallery. This initiative provides
access to deeper content, including
profiles of PhotoAccess Members,
audio and video interviews with
exhibiting artists, residency updates
and features on projects such as
collaborations and photobooks.
(below) Screenshot of Online Gallery ‘Community Gallery’ page, 2020.
(facing page) Screen shot of Online Gallery ‘Photo-Stories’ page featuring
Wouter Van de Voorde’s interview with exhibiting artist Vic McEwan, 2020.
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CREATION
Members’ Practice

Student Residents

PhotoAccess continued in 2020
to develop a vibrant and inclusive
making community centred on
our darkroom and film developing
spaces – the only publicly accessible
analogue processing facility in the
ACT region – as well as our digital
imaging suite and library.

Due to COVID-19 restrictions in ACT
schools, PhotoAccess was unable
to award its Step Into the Limelight
Student Artist-in-Residence and
Artist Encouragement awards in 2020.
These will be resumed in 2021.

In addition to photographers/artists
accessing these spaces during
formal PhotoAccess workshops,
and despite the closure of these
spaces for several months during
COVID-19 restrictions, approximately
350 Members used these facilities
independently during the year to
create work.

Presented in collaboration with the
ACT Government Department of
Education and Training and the family
of Isabel Matthews, these awards
are made to the winners of the Isabel
Matthews Photography scholarships.
The program provides one student
in Yrs K-10 and one student in Yrs
11-12 a twelve-month PhotoAccess

Emerging Artists Residencies
membership, complimentary
participation in PhotoAccess
workshops, access to equipment and
facilities and staff mentoring.
The program aims to support the
creative and technical development
of students showing exceptional
interest in and commitment to
photography and the photo-media
arts.

PhotoAccess was pleased to again
support the Australian National
University Emerging Artists Support
Scheme in 2020. Graduates Kate
Matthews and April Davis were each
awarded a ten month mentored
residency opportunity.
Our Canberra Institute of Technology
Photomedia and Imaging Graduate
‘Wide Angle’ residency, also a ten
month mentored opportunity, was
awarded to Andrea Bryant.
As part of their residencies, Matthews,
Davis and Bryant enjoyed on-going
mentorship from PhotoAccess
staff, unlimited free access to the
PhotoAccess making spaces and
complimentary participation in
workshops to the value of $750.
Although the COVID-19 pandemic
disrupted these residencies, the
artists were each able to explore new
concepts and skills, experiment with
darkroom and digital processes and
develop new bodies of work.

Matthews adapted her established
practice as a street artist, developing
a body of work using collaged
darkroom prints to explore concepts
and experiences of public space
in towns of south-eastern Australia.
This work will be published in 2021 as
a photobook, Capital Country, with
production support provided through
an ACT Government Transport
Canberra and City Services Creative
Endeavour grant.
Engaging strongly with the experience
of social isolation created by
COVID-19, Davis produced a series
of new works reflecting on her time
spent living with and caring for her
grandmother. Some of this work was
selected for PhotoAccess’ VIEW2021
exhibition.
Bryant also developed her practice
during the year, exploring darkroom
and infrared photography techniques.
Due to time lost in 2020, she will
join PhotoAccess’ studio program,
Concept to Exhibition, in 2021.

April Davis, Waiting, 2020, inkjet print.

Member Jonathon Nissen with his darkroom work in the PhotoAccess
Members Area. Image: Wouter Van de Voorde.
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Dark Matter Residency
Following a national call for proposals,
PhotoAccess awarded its 2020 Dark
Matter residency to Sydney-based
photo-media artist Emilio Cresciani.
Dark Matter provides one artist with
an opportunity to create new work
employing darkroom analogue or
alternative processes. The award
includes eight months’ free access to
the PhotoAccess darkroom, together
with mentoring and support and a
solo Huw Davies Gallery exhibition.
Cresciani’s residency experimented
with integrating analogue and digital
photography techniques with the
transformation of ice into water to
examine and draw attention to the
profound impacts of human-induced
climate change on polar regions and
the wider ways in which people have
marked the Earth.
Originally focused on creating
photograms, Cresciani was forced
to adapt his project as COVID
prevented him travelling regularly
to Canberra to use PhotoAccess’
darkroom. Working in his garage with
huge blocks of ice, he developed
a unique series capturing in minute
detail the material process of melting.
Cresciani’s residency outcomes were
presented as State of Change, a solo
Huw Davies Gallery exhibition on
show 15 October - 7 November, 2020.

(top to bottom)
Dark Matter resident Emilio Cresciani at work on his residency project in his
Sydney garage during the COVID-19 lockdown, June, 2020. Image courtesy:
Emilio Cresciani.
Cresciani talks with Wide Angle resident Andrea Bryant about his Huw
Davies Gallery exhibition, State of Change, 15 October, 2020.
Image: Sinead Allison.
Opening of State of Change by Emilio Cresciani, Huw Davies Gallery, 15
October, 2020. Image: Sinead Allison
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Emilio Cresciani, On Ice #1, 2020, silver
gelatin photogram.
Image: Emilio Cresciani.
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EDUCATION
PhotoAccess Faculty
PhotoAccess’ education program
aims to extend the Canberra
community’s opportunities for
engaging with photography and
photo-media, develop visual literacy
and support practitioners to transition
to more professional arts practice.
Overall, the program is inspired by
a philosophy of ‘learning through
making’ and seeks to develop
participants’ technical confidence,
conceptual skills and their mentoring
and collaborative networks.
Creative Workshops
In 2020, PhotoAccess delivered
a somewhat restricted range of
photo-media workshops for adults
and children (see pages 38-9 for
a complete list). Due to the 201920 bushfires and the COVID-19
restrictions the workshop program
was suspended completely
for around three months. Some
postponed workshops were
presented later in the year, but a
substantial number were cancelled.

Skills workshops were accompanied
by a range of one-day or multi-week
thematic and conceptual programs,
including courses in astrophotography
and photographing and interpreting
family collections.
This year’s longer form mentored
workshops included film-maker
Natasha Fijn leading an excursion
workshop to Plumwood Mountain,
a significant conservation property
near Braidwood, NSW, and cyanotype
specialist Kim Sinclair working with
participants to design and create
botanical sunprint artist’s books.

PhotoAccess contracted 25 tutors
to lead our 2020 workshop and
engagement program. This faculty
brings together extensive expertise
in analogue photography and digital
imaging and processing, as well as
unique specialisations in alternative
processes, photo-sculpture and
experimental multi-media.

Our ‘Discovering Artists’ program
included this year a sold out
workshop with Josh Dykgraaf
focusing on using Photoshop to create
composite wildlife images and a
unique opportunity to join artist-inresidence David Flanagan in using
Liquid Light emulsion to print images
onto found objects.

This year, our faculty included:
Robert Agostino, Giovanni Aguilar,
Emily Blenkin, Joe Cali, Grace Costa,
Emilio Cresciani, Jane Duong, Josh
Dykgraaf, Eleanor Evans, Natasha Fijn,
Dave Flanagan, Rory Gillen, Sammy
Hawker, Maddie Hepner, Alexa
Malizon, Kate Matthews, Rebecca
Rawnsley, Helga Salwe, Elise Searson,
Kim Sinclair, Wouter Van der Voorde,
Hilary Wardhaugh, Frederick McGrath
Weber.

In 2020, 240 people (including adults
and children) participated in our
creative workshops program.

Our workshop program encompassed
three streams: Darkroom and Digital
Skills, Concepts, Themes and
Traditions and Discovering Artists.
Our classic Introduction to Black
and White Darkroom, Digital
Photography Basics and Studio
Lighting workshops continued to be
popular, and our community also took
advantage of opportunities to learn
film developing and build processing
and editing skills.
PhotoAccess continued to attract
good enrolments for school holiday
programs, introducing a new street
photography workshop for teens
and continuing our popular wildlife
photography at the zoo excursions.

Contemplating Nature photo-walk
participants explore the area along the
Murrumbidgee river. 8 March 2020.
Image: Kirsten Wehner.
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(top to bottom Hilary Wardhaugh,
Plumwood Lilies, 2020. Fiona BowringGreer, Plumwood Mountain, 2020. Images
produced during the Forest Stories
workshop, 21 November, 2020.
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PHOTO-MEDIA WORKSHOPS PROGRAM 2020
Darkroom and Digital Skills
Intro to Black & White Darkroom
(Weekend)
Various dates
Over one weekend, participants learn how to
shoot and develop 35mm film, make contact
sheets and create black and white darkroom
prints.
Intro to Black & White Darkroom
(Evening)
Various dates

Concepts, Themes and Traditions

Discovering Artists

Digital Photography Basics
Various dates

Pinchgut Skies*
22-24 May

Cameras Alive*
14-15 November

Compositing Wildlife
15-16 February

An intensive, one-day workshop that enables
participants to take their DSLR or mirrorless
camera off automatic and master functions
such as ISO, aperture and shutter speed that
are essential to creative photography.

An astrophotography weekend away with
tutor Joe Cali exploring the dark skies above
‘Retreat’, a private property near Cowra, NSW.

Photoshop wizard Josh Dykgraaf leads this
workshop exploring how to create striking
digital composite wildlife images.

Kids: Digital Photography Basics
Various dates

Led by Elise Searson, this workshop explores
using photographic documentation and
transformation of heirlooms and collections
to tell family stories.

Led by animation specialists Eleanor Evans
and Giovanni Aguilar, this workshop will
teach you how to create short stop-motion
animations, using your smartphone and the
PhotoAccess’ historical camera collection for
inspiration.

Over four evenings, participants learn how to
shoot and develop 35mm film, make contact
sheets and create black and white darkroom
prints.

An engaging two-day school holiday program
for 10 -16 year olds. Participants use pointand-shoot cameras and laptops loaded with
Photoshop Essentials to learn how to capture,
manage and re-invent their view of the world.

Developing and Scanning
Various dates

Kids: Intro to DSLR Photography
Various dates

A half-day program teaching participants how
to correctly develop and digitally scan 35mm
black & white film.

Suitable for 12-16 year olds, this one-day
program helps participants explore the
possibilities of their DSLR or mirrorless
camera.

C41 - Life in Full Colour
Various dates
Participants learn specific procedures for
developing 35mm colour film, including
controlling chemical temperature.
Advanced Darkroom
12 March / 17 - 31 August
An evening workshop enabling participants
to work independently in the darkroom
progressing their own practice.
After Dark
Various dates
An evening workshop enabling participants
to work independently in the darkroom
progressing their own practice.
One-on-one Tuition
Various dates
Individual on-demand instruction and
mentoring in darkroom and digital
photography and processing, for all ages.

Digital Toolbox : Photoshop &
Lightroom
30 September - 21 October
An introduction to these two essential
tools for photographers, covering importing,
cataloguing and managing images, simple
editing techniques, using layers, selection
tool, masks and filters.
Studio Lighting : Portraiture*
12 - 26 May
A three-week workshop introducing the
Bowens lighting kit and exploring different
approaches to creating beautiful and eyecatching studio portraits.

Visualising Family
20 June

Nightscapes and Startrails
2 - 23 September
Led by Joe Cali, this multi-week program
offers a comprehensive introduction to
astrophotography, including technical skills,
composing after-dark land and skyscapes
and capturing and processing star trails,
as well as considering the philosophy of
capturing the heavens.
Monaro Landscapes*
September
A unique opportunity to join photographer
Sammy Hawker, traditional custodians, local
farmers and conservation leaders to explore
the ecological challenges facing the HIgh
Country. A residential weekend staying at
Ingelara, near Michelago.
Astro Images
28 October - 25 November
An intensive, multi-week program covering
post-processing techniques essential for
astrophotography.

Super 8 Weekend*
8 - 9 February

Forest Stories
18 November - 2 December

With Super 8 making a global comeback, join
Robert Agostino for a weekend workshop
focusing on the fundamentals of film-making
in this highly accessible medium.

Film-maker Natasha Fijn leads a very
special excursion workshop to Plumwood
Mountain, exploring possibilities for using
your camera to investigate and narrate
experiences of place.

Botanical Booklets
2 November 2019 - 17 September, 2020
Cyanotype specialist Kim Sinclair leads a two
-session workshop focusing on researching,
designing and creating botanical cyanotype
artist books. A tribute to Anna Atkins!
Concept to Exhibition
2 November 2019 - 17 September, 2020
Led in 2020 by Grace Costa, this unique
self-directed workshop mentors participants
to develop a personal photography project
from initial concept through to a polished
Huw Davies Gallery exhibition.
Kids : Zoo Expedition
Various dates
A two-day excursion workshop for budding
wildlife photographers, exploring how to
capture life at the National Zoo and Aquarium
and tell the tale of your safari through a handmade zine.
Teens: Streetscapes
Various dates
Emily Blenkin leads a two-day workshop for
teens exploring the styles, techniques and
ethics of street photography, including the
curation of single images to create a street
narrative zine.

Collage the City*
29 February
Exploring techniques on show in her
VIEW2020 exhibition work, local street artist
Kate Matthews leads a one-day experience
exploring how photographic collage can help
investigate and reveal public space.
Contemplating Nature
8 March
Join Helga Salwe for an extended ‘photowalk’ learning about her mindful approach to
photography, while exploring the Uriarra East
loop walk.
Treasures Found and Printed
5-19 November
Exhibiting artist David Flanagan leads this
workshop experimenting with using Liquid
Light emulsion to create photographic prints
on objects. Presenting techniques Flanagan
developed during his 2019 Dark Matter
residency at PhotoAccess.
Frozen Photos*
7 November
PhotoAccess’ Dark Matter resident for 2020,
Emilio Cresciani, shares his concepts and
techniques for creative ice photograms.

* Workshops marked with an asterix did not run due to COVID-19 restrictions,
insufficient enrolments, tutor illness or other factors such as bushfire danger.
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Engagement Events
In 2020, PhotoAccess expanded
its ‘hands-on conversation’ events
designed to engage audiences
without established connections with
PhotoAccess’ existing programs or
much knowledge of or investment in
contemporary photo-media practice.
These participatory activities were
delivered at a range of venues,
reaching segments of the Canberra
community who might not know
about or be unable or disinclined to
visit the Manuka Arts Centre.

In addition to our Water Walks project
(see p.26), our 2020 Engagement
program included Braddon’s Beat,
a community paste-up event,
Future Faces, a public art workshop
for young people, Time for Tea,
a cyanotype-making workshop
delivered in partnership with Design
Canberra, and Portraits at Bentspoke’s
Start of Spring Festival.
Including Water Walks, PhotoAccess
engaged over 550 people through
these events.

Schools Engagements

Braddon’s Beat

PhotoAccess’ schools partnership
activities were essentially postponed
for 2020 due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Funded through an ACT Government
City Renewal Authority City Grant,
Braddon’s Beat was a community led
art project activating Braddon’s public
realm. Led by artists Kate Matthews,
assisted by Fred McGrath Weber
and Rory Gillen, the project brought
locals together to create an engaging
and unique temporary paste-up
installation on the exterior wall of
26 Mort Street.

The notable exception was
PhotoAccess’ contribution to ACT
Education’s annual Arts Up Front
conference for arts teachers, with
Engagement Officer Wouter Van de
Voorde providing a workshop on
cyanotype processes and concepts.

Braddon’s Beat ran over the weekend
of 21/22 November, 2020. On the
Saturday, Matthews led a group
of pre-enrolled Braddon locals on
a photo-walk documenting their
most loved aspects of the built
environment. The group curated and
composed a selection of their shots
to create a composite cityscape.
These images were printed and
installed on the mural wall by the
close of the day.

Future Faces
A free creative photo-media workshop for Woden Valley and adjacent areas
youth aged 15-21, Future Faces ran over the weekend of 5/6 December, 2020.
The project brought together a group of young Canberrans for a one day
workshop collaboratively exploring issues important to them, celebrating their
actions and passions and articulating their views on what is important for the
future of their city and community.

On the Sunday, members of the
public contributed their portraits to
the collaborative work. Participants –
either passers-by or attracted through
pre-event publicity – posed for their
portraits in a footpath studio, then
trimmed and shaped their printed
portrait and added it to the collective
paste-up.

Participants created self-portraits and sourced images and text online, then
printed these elements and designed and pasted-up a large-scale, semipermanent mural in Woden Town Square.

By the end of the weekend, over 200
participants had created a unique
composite portrait of Braddon’s
‘beat’ – it’s character, style and
diversity. The finished work enlivened
the streetscape and helped foster
residents, workers and visitors
sense of belonging and connection
to the area.

Future Faces, Woden Town Square, 2020.
Image: Kate Matthews
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Braddon’s Beat, Mort St, Braddon, 2020.
Image: Rory Gillen
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Re-Focus
In partnership with Capital Region Community Services, PhotoAccess delivered
in 2020 the second phase of Re-Focus, a multi-week darkroom program for
young people living with or at risk of disadvantage.
The Re-Focus workshop - the second in the project - started in February,
but was furloughed in March and then resumed in late October. Led by Kate
Matthews, a group of students from UC High School Kaleen and Canberra High
School spent eight weeks learning analogue photography and developing a
personal photography project.
Re-Focus was made possible through the generous donations in 2019 of forty
private supporters. At the conclusion of the project, the participants shared
their work with friends, families and some of these supporters in an exhibition at
the Belconnen Youth Centre.
Re-Focus II participants working in the PhotoAccess
Members Area, November 2020. Image: Kate Matthews

Community Partnerships
Despite the year’s challenges,
PhotoAccess collaborated in 2020
with a number of local arts and
service organisations to deliver
programs enabling people to
participate in the arts who might not
otherwise have had the opportunity.
Building on our existing Re-Focus
partnership with Capital Region
Community Services (see right),
during the COVID-19 shutdown
PhotoAccess worked with CRCS’s
youth team to present two online
photography competitions, Abstract
and Winter Warmth.
PhotoAccess supported these
initiatives, designed to keep young
people engaged and connected
during a time of social isolation,
with judging support, prizes and the
two PhotoAccess Online Gallery
exhibitions featuring the finalists.
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PhotoAccess also partnered with
the National Parks Association ACT on their Young Environmental
Photographers competition. Director
Kirsten Wehner advised on managing
the competition, contributed to
judging and spoke at the competition
launch. PhotoAccess also provided
prizes to several category winners.
PhotoAccess formed this year
a new partnership with Soldier
On, developing a successful four
week workshop for veterans and
their families. Focusing on building
technical and conceptual skills in
digital photography, this workshop
led to a PhotoAccess Online Gallery
exhibition.

PhotoAccess also delivered a series
of cyanotype workshops for YMCA
Canberra, Queanbeyan and Sutton’s
July School Holiday programs, with
tutor Maddie Hepner working with
over 200 students over two weeks.
Bentspoke Brewing, our exhibition
program partner, approached
PhotoAccess to once more enliven
their Start of Spring festival with
an arts and photography program.
PhotoAccess delivered a unique,
family-friendly ‘beer portraits’
experience, with festival visitors
sitting for a unique portrait which was
then printed and available for them to
add to a display wall made of kegs!

Luke Watts, Winter/Autumn confusion, 2020. Produced as
part of the Soldier On workshop program.
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PhotoAccess shopfront, June 2020. Image: Sinead Allison.

FACILITIES and SERVICES

Operational Report

PhotoAccess staff and volunteers
continued this year to improve and
extend our Manuka Arts Centre
facilities.
Early in the year, we opened a small
shopfront offering PhotoAccess and
Member publications, darkroom
supplies and branded merchandise
(t-shirts, tote bags and stickers).
Late in the year, we also launched
Shopfront Showcase, a new initiative
aiming to develop Member retail
sales and start work towards an
organisational print sales program.
The inaugural installation profiled Sari
Sutton’s evocative The COVID Files
series.

MEMBER COMMUNITY
PhotoAccess is an incorporated
members association with a diverse
community including photographers,
photo-media artists, curators,
scholars and image enthusiasts
of all levels of experience.
At 31 December 2020, PhotoAccess
had 280 current members.
Members enjoy a wide range of
benefits, including:
•

•

advance notice and invitations
to exhibition openings, artist
conversations, tours and events;
access to PhotoAccess’ film
development space, darkroom.
digital imaging suite and
photography equipment;

•

discounted rates on creative
workshops;

•

on-going technical support,
creative advice and mentoring
(either face-to-face or online)
from our staff team;

•

participation in our annual
Members’ exhibitions;

•

opportunities to profile their
practice through PhotoAccess
social media channels;

•

a vote at the annual general
meeting;

•

discounts at selected local
businesses.
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Member Hilary Wardhaugh considers Vic McEwan’s Specimen
exhibition, Huw Davies Gallery, 25 June, 2020.
Image: Gemma Fischer Photography.

PhotoAccess continued to develop
its workshop and hire equipment
resources in 2020. Several members
made generous donations of digital
photography equipment, enabling us
to expand our partnership community
programs in digital photography. We
also upgraded our Bowens lighting
kits and studio backdrop kits, ensuring
these are suitable for Member hire.

PhotoAccess also invested in a range
of equipment in 2020 to support
outdoor exhibition openings and
events. Purchases included a set of
folding chairs, braziers and catering
equipment. M16 Artspace and
Artsound FM also supported these
events with loan equipment.

During the year, the NBN was
connected, significantly enhancing
PhotoAccess’ office capabilities.
During 2020, PhotoAccess continued
to offer its film developing and
scanning services, with numbers
of black & white and colour films
continuing submitted for processing
continuing to increase.

Venue Hire
PhotoAccess’ Garden Room was
available for hire during the year with
a small number of bookings. We
continued to make the room available
free of charge to ArtsoundFM for their
board meetings.

His Excellency the High Commissioner of Bangladesh introduces
the Life and Legacy of the Father of the Nation exhibition to
visitors. Image: courtesy Bangladesh High Commission.

During September, PhotoAccess’
Huw Davies Gallery was hired for
one week by the Bangladesh High
Commission to host a photographic
exhibition, Life and Legacy of the
Father of the Nation of Bangladesh,
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman. PhotoAccess supported
the exhibition development and
installation and provided a catered
opening event for approximately
100 dignitaries and members of the
diplomatic communities.
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GRANTS

FUNDRAISING

SPONSORSHIP

PhotoAccess is one of the ACT Key
Arts Organisations and in 2020 we
entered the fifth year of our 20162021 funding agreement with the
ACT Government. Administered
by ArtsACT through the ACT Arts
Fund, this significant grant recognises
PhotoAccess’ role in progressing the
ACT Arts Policy Framework strategic
priorities.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
and ensuing social and economic
disruption, PhotoAccess suspended
its fundraising activities for 2020.

PhotoAccess renewed its partnership
agreement with Bentspoke Brewing
in 2020. Bentspoke, a local Canberra
brewery, provided beer and ginger
beer for PhotoAccess’ exhibition
openings during the year, a value of
approximately $4,000.

PhotoAccess also received funding
from the Australian Government
through the Visual Arts and Crafts
Strategy (VACS), administered by
ArtsACT. This support enabled us
to continue delivering an exhibition
program of national standing, including
paying stipends to exhibiting artists.
In 2020, PhotoAccess was fortunate
to receive a number of additional
ACT Government grants, including a
Youth Week grant ($1990) for Future
Faces (see p.40), a City Renewal
Authority City Grant for Braddon’s
Beat (see p.41) and a Transport
Canberra Creative Endeavour Grant
for our Manuka Arts Centre public art
installation (see p.27).

We did, however, complete delivery
of our Re-Focus program (see p.43),
which was funded through donations
and a Creative Partnerships Match
Funding grant in 2019.
Members of the PhotoAccess
Supporters’ Circle joined some of the
Re-Focus participants at their final
exhibition at the Belconnen Youth
Centre.

PhotoAccess’ and Bentspoke’s
partnership was further strengthened
during the year when Bentspoke
commissioned PhotoAccess to
create a unique ‘beer portraits’ event
for their Start of Spring festival.
In 2020, ED, a Canberra-based web
design company, continued to
provide subsidised website support
and hosting to PhotoAccess.
Several local businesses continued
to offer PhotoAccess Members
discounted services in 2020, including
Canberra City Framing, Paperchain
Bookstore and Lucent Imaging.
Canberra City Framing generously
supported the Re-Focus program
through a 40% discount on framing.

(facing page) Instagram post about PhotoAccess’ Beer Portraits
workshop at the Bentspoke Brewing Start of Spring festival,
September 2020. Image: Kate Matthews;
(this page) Re-Focus II workshop participants’ group selfportrait, October 2020. Image: Kate Matthews.
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PHOTOACCESS STAFF (as of 31 December 2020)
Director
Dr Kirsten Wehner is a curator, arts
producer and designer who took up
the Director’s role at PhotoAccess in
November 2018. Kirsten holds a PhD
in visual anthropology from New York
University and an MA in Narrative
Environments from Central Saint
Martins, University of the Arts London.
She has over 25 years experience as
a curator, multi-media producer and
administrator in the museums and
galleries sector, as well as an active
curatorial, art and writing practice.

STAFF TEAM
PhotoAccess relies on a dedicated
and talented staff team, with each
member contributing distinctive
expertise to the organisation.
In 2020, PhotoAccess consolidated
its core team with our Program
Officer, Engagement Officer and
Studio Officer, appointed in late 2019,
settling into their new or restructured
roles. Our Finance and Admin Officer
took maternity leave for six months
in the second half of the year, with
the team absorbing her duties with
support from Phil van Zomeren of
GingerBooks Accounting.

Staff roles as at 31 December 2020
were:
Director | 38 HPW (Mon - Fri)
Kirsten Wehner
In collaboration with the Board, the
Director develops the organisation’s
strategic direction, provides artistic
and cultural leadership and manages
financial, human and infrastructure
resources to implement business
plans. She works closely with the
Board, ensuring compliance with
reporting and legal obligations.
She takes the lead in negotiating
partnerships, liaises with supporters
and funding bodies and represents
PhotoAccess to the Membership,
community and media.
Finance and Administration Officer |
24 HPW (Tue - Fri)
Name Withheld
The Finance and Administration
Officer prepares and manages
budgets, processes billing , receipts
and payroll and is responsible for
financial reporting. She manages
memberships, workshop enrolments,
office and IT infrastructure, Manuka
Arts Centre facilities and front-ofhouse.

Volunteers
Volunteers contributed 530 hours
to PhotoAccess in 2020.
In addition to PhotoAccess’
Board contributing their time and
expertise to governance and
development activities, generous
friends of the organisation
contributed to making good and
painting our galleries after each
exhibition, making small repairs
to our facilities and assisting with
exhibition openings.
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Program Officer | 22.5 HPW (Tue - Fri)
The Program Officer develops and
manages PhotoAccess’ gallery and
online gallery program including
contributing to curatorial and design
direction, artist liaison, managing
install, producing interpretive
materials, engaging with visitors,
gallery sales and exhibiting artist
workshops. The Program Officer is
also responsible for PhotoAccess’
media/marketing communications.

Engagement Officer | 22.5 HPW (TueFri)
Wouter Van de Voorde
The Engagement Officer develops
and delivers PhotoAccess’ audience
development activities, including
creative workshops, engagement
events and community partnerships.
He also provides Members with
technical and creative support and
develops PhotoAccess’ social media
program.

Engagement Officer
Wouter Van de Voorde joined
PhotoAccess in September 2019. Wouter
is a photographer, artist and teacher
who studied painting and print making
at the Ghent Royal Academy in Belgium
before moving to Australia in 2008. His
work has been exhibited and published
extensively nationally and internationally.
In 2019, one of his images – printed in the
PhotoAccess darkroom – was selected
as a finalist for the National Photographic
Portrait Prize, and he published his first
monograph, SAFE. Wouter is also an active
PhotoAccess tutor.

Studio Technician | 12 HPW (Wed,
Sat)
Rory Gillen
The Studio Technician manages
PhotoAccess’ analogue and digital
making spaces, including sourcing
and maintaining equipment, ordering
supplies, ensuring workplace health
and safety and supporting Members’
access. The Studio Technician also
provides film development and
scanning services, staffs the gallery
and Members’ area on Saturdays and
provides Members’ technical support.

Program Officer
Kate Matthews is a recent photo-media
graduate who joined PhotoAccess in
November 2019. She is an experienced
public and socially engaged art
practitioner, having produced multiple
artist-led workshops with organisations
such as the National Gallery of Australia,
Belconnen Arts Centre and Haig Park
Experiments. Kate maintains a sole
exhibition practice and is a member of
the artist lab Home Economix, as well as a
PhotoAccess tutor.

Interns and Work Experience
PhotoAccess was fortunate to
host two interns in 2020: Rebecca
Rawnsley and Claire Gaspar. Rebecca
worked predominantly on Saturdays
assisting with film developing
and scanning, as well as gallery
management. Claire contributed to
administration and exhibition delivery.
PhotoAccess also welcomed Khadija
Berjak from Canberra High School for
a week’s work experience.

Studio Technician
Rory Gillen joined PhotoAccess as Studio
Technician in May 2019. He is a practising
artist who graduated with a BA (Honours)
in Photomedia from the ANU School of
Art and Design in November 2019. He is
an experienced event and documentary
photography who has worked with
organisations such as the Melbourne
Comedy Festival.

Casual Staff
PhotoAccess employed a small
number of staff on an occasional
casual basis to backfill absent staff
or assist with particular projects. In
2020, Maddie Hepner, Alexa Malizon,
Rebecca Rawnsley and Claire Gaspar
worked with us on a casual basis.

Finance and Administration Officer
Personal resume withheld.
(top to bottom) Kirsten Wehner, 2018, image: Thea McGrath; Wouter
Van de Voorde, image: Sammy Hawker; Kate Matthews, 2019, 5 Foot
Photography/Design Canberra; Rory Gillen, 2019, image: Kirsten Wehner.
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MANUKA ARTS CENTRE

MEDIA and COMMUNICATIONS
PhotoAccess continued in 2020 to
develop its relationships with media
outlets, contributing to local and
national conversations regarding the
photo-media and broader visual arts,
building the organisation’s profile and
fostering the careers of exhibiting
artists.
PhotoAccess received 10 non-paid
critical reviews during the year.
The Canberra Times published a
review by Brian Rope on each Huw
Davies Gallery exhibition in 2020,
with the exception of VIEW2020
and the The Salon/Slow/Close suite
(launched as COVID-19 hit Canberra).
Rope also published reviews in
The Canberra Times of the Water
Walks exhibition, Terraform by Josh
Dykgraaf and 20/20 at the Gallery of
Small Things.
Brian Rope re-published his reviews
on his own website and through the
Canberra Critics Circle website.
PhotoAccess events and exhibitions
were featured frequently in The
Canberra Times’ and City News’
What’s On sections and occasionally
in Her Canberra listings.
The Canberra Times also covered
the National Parks AssociationACT Environmental Photography
competition awards, featuring
PhotoAccess’ Director’s contribution
to the event.

PhotoAccess continued to manage
the Manuka Arts Centre in 2020
and to work with ArtsACT property
management to ensure timely and
responsible maintenance of facilities
occupied by PhotoAccess and
Artsound FM.

PhotoAccess’ Braddon’s Beat event
received significant media coverage
including a Canberra Times feature
and an ABC Canberra radio interview.
PhotoAccess was invited throughout
the year to participate in a range of
radio programs, with staff presenting
on forthcoming events and exhibiting
artists discussing their practices.

During the year, ArtsACT supported
improvement and rectification work
on a number of areas of the precinct.
Significant work was carried out to
repair damage caused by the February
hailstorm, including replacement
of the PhotoAccess building air
conditioning system and repair of
roofs across the precinct.

ArtsoundFM produced 12 interviews
with PhotoAccess exhibiting artists
and curators. In addition to covering
Braddon’s Beat, ABC Canberra radio
interviewed Kirsten Wehner about
Sue’s Legacy, a Disability Inclusion
grant-funded project proceeding in
2021.

Flooring was replaced in
PhotoAccess’ Members area,
darkroom, film developing room and
equipment storage room, and LED
track lighting was installed enhancing
the Huw Davies Gallery.

During 2020, PhotoAccess purchased
a modest amount of advertising,
including four Holiday Happenings
full-page advertisements for our
school holiday programs and a
monthly listing in Art Guide promoting
our Huw Davies Gallery program.

KINGSTON ARTS
PRECINCT
ArtsACT’s on-going funding to
support regular garden maintenance
ensured that the Centre’s grounds
remained a welcoming and well-used
green space.
PhotoAccess participated in a
series of ACT Government property
management processes and reviews
during the year, supporting ArtsACT
staff as the government transfers
management of its buildings to its
Property Group and implementing
required changes to workplace health
and safety reporting.

During 2020, the ACT Government
moved forward with the design and
construction of the Kingston Arts
Precinct. Centred on the heritage
precinct including the Canberra
Glassworks, Fitters’ Workshop
and Former Transport Workers
Depot, the development aims to
become an innovative cultural hub
showcasing and promoting the
ACT’s visual arts community.
PhotoAccess participated strongly
in continuing planning with the
ACT Government with a view to
becoming a precinct resident The
PhotoAccess Board’s Kingston
Arts Precinct committee, together
with the PhotoAccess Director,
contributed to a series of workshops
developing a precinct vision
and values, management plan
and design, as well as providing
detailed information to refine
the architectural design for the
PhotoAccess facility.

PhotoAccess’ online presence
continued to grow in 2020.
Analytics reveal that PhotoAccess
welcomed around 8,000 unique
visitors per month to our website,
although more work needs to be done
to develop deeper and more findable
content.
Our social media community also
expanded. Facebook followers
increased over the year from 2272 to
2733 and total page likes from 2123 to
2437. Instagram followers increased
from 1635 to 2134.

(facing page) Visitors enjoy an exhibition opening in the
Manuka Arts Centre grounds, 2020. Image: Kate Matthews.
(back cover) James Tylor, (Deleted Scenes) From an untouched
landscape #4, 2013. Exhibited in The Roots That Clutch,
Huw Davies Gallery, 12 November - 12 December, 2020,
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PhotoAccess Incorporated
Manuka Arts Centre
30 Manuka Circle
Griffith ACT 2603
www.photoaccess.org.au
PO Box 4059
Manuka ACT 2603
Australia
+61 2 6295 7810
hello@photoaccess.org.au

